Abstract. Models for pedestrian dynamics are often based on microscopic approaches allowing for individual agent navigation. To reach a given destination, the agent has to consider environmental obstacles. We propose a direction field calculated on a regular grid with a Moore neighborhood, where obstacles are represented by occupied cells. Our developed algorithm exactly reproduces the shortest path with regard to the Euclidean metric.
Distances and Directions
To give robots or simulated pedestrians (agents) their main direction of movement, for at least three decades there have been two main methods: one uses a set of navigation points to steer the agent around obstacles [1] , the other onewhich this contribution deals with -relies on a grid in which each grid cell holds the information on the walking distance to the destination and/or the direction to move on to be on the shortest or roughly quickest path considering the location of obstacles. This grid is often called a "potential" or a "distance look up table". An early usage of the notion and method of a potential was made by Khatib [2] in robot motion planning. But this potential did not consider the location of obstacles but just held the bee-line distances from the location of the robot to the destination. This makes sense in the motion planning of autonomous robots, which only have a very limited knowledge of their environment and need an elaborate method to escape dead-ends anyway [3] .
The most prominent and most widely used method that calculates Euclidean distances as a numerical solution of the Eikonal equation [4, 5] comparatively fast and with a comparatively small error is the Fast Marching Method (FMM) [6] [7] [8] .
Concerning computation time the FMM shows optimal worst-case behavior and the relative error in general decreases with increasing distance from the destination, implying that with a finer grid the error can be reduced. With the change of computing power progress from improving single CPU processing to multicore computation, slight changes in the algorithm of the up-winding scheme have become useful and recently new methods as for example the Fast Sweeping [9] and the Fast Iterative Method [10] (FSM and FIM) have been introduced. For a study of computation times of such methods see [11] for example.
Apart from optimizing the numerical Eikonal equation solver algorithmically, it's also possible to trade exactness for computation speed and use simpler methods for the calculation. The two most prominent examples for this are a simple flood fill over common edges or common edges and common corners which lead to metrics in vector norms (1), p = 1 (Manhattan metric) or p → ∞ (Chebychev metric) respectively.
With Euclidean metric (i.e. vector norm p = 2) as correct solution, these methods lead to relative errors which remain constant over distance or even increase, which means that a finer grid size does not improve the precision arbitrarily. However, it is possible to reduce the error by making some slight modifications upon the simple flood fill methods [12] . Just for completeness we want to add that to our knowledge no other than ray tracing methods exist, that are able to reach in general cases the minimal error possible, which is given by the grid resolution [12] . However, with such methods compared to FMM, FSM or FIM normally one pays with a tremendous increase of computation time for a small gain in exactness.
In many models of pedestrian (or robot) dynamics only the desired walking direction (i.e. the gradient of walking distances) but not the walking distances themselves are inputs for the calculation of the dynamics. Therefore in this contribution we put forward a new method to calculate the (in terms of the Euclidean metric) exact walking directions without having to calculate the exact Euclidean walking distances. The method does neither rely on a computation time expensive sorting of distances of currently active cells, nor does it even has the need for the calculation of rather computation-time expensive functions (e.g. square roots). This is achieved on the expense that the method can only be used to calculate directions based on shortest distance and not shortest time [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] and that only the directions but not the distances are calculated exactly regarding to the Euclidean metric.
Algorithm
A common practice for creating a distance potential is a flood fill approach. The following flood fill algorithm describes the essential steps for the creation of the potential field (breadth first search algorithm applied for von Neumann neighborhood [21] ).
-The target cell T is initialized with the distance d T = 0, the other n cells get the distance d n = ∞. -Put T in a first-in, first-out queue Q.
-While cells available in Q do: → poll (get and remove) the first cell (C) from Q → set C as center cell → for all adjacent cells C n : → calculate distance to the target cell regarding to the center
The distance between adjacent cells depends on the relative position (diagonal or horizontal/vertical). Using a geometry G, non-accessible cells (e.g. environmental obstacles) possess a distances of ∆d = ∞. For ∆d three different cases exist:
2 , if C n is diagonal located regarding to C, and 1 , if C n is horizontal/vertical located regarding to C.
In comparison to the Manhattan (quadrant I, see fig. 1 ), Euclidean (II) and Chebychev (III) metrics, the flood fill approach for Moore neighborhood points out a fourth distance metric (IV):
As shown in fig. 1 the presented flood fill metric approximates the Euclidean metric in a roughly way and it tends to overestimate the distance (except at the grid symmetry axes). However, the flood fill approach is often used to create the potential field for agent navigation. The corresponding agent rule is: "Choose the cell with the closest distance to the target". Despite to the significant deficiency of the flood fill metric, we will demonstrate that this approach can be used for creating a precise direction field [22] . To create a simple direction field D (represents an array of motion vectors) the distance field is created for a test scenario (see fig. 2 ). Close inspections of the color-coded distance field at fig. 2 (right) already reveals the distance metric for the Moore neighborhood.
x Fig. 2 . Test scenario with a centered target and three obstacles (left) together with the corresponding color-coded distance field (decreasing target distance from white to black, right).
The flood fill algorithm stores the shortest target distance for each cell, whereas the cell specific distance always will base on a diagonal or horizontal/vertical located adjacent center cell. The location of the upstream center cell depends on the processing sequence of the adjacent cells, which is defined by the algorithm. To determine the direction field, the derived cell based motion vector points to the particular center cell. Detailed verifications show, that the characteristics of the simple direction field depends on the particular implementation (see fig. 3 ). First implementations determine the sequence of the adjacent randomly, followed by sequences where the cells are clockwise and counter-clockwise calculated.
As fig. 3 shows, characteristic Moore neighborhood patterns evolve and constantly alternate in steps of 
Summary and Outlook
The proposed algorithm efficiently prevents the directional artifacts by combining two different simple direction fields, which are based on Moore metric distance calculation. Due to the fact, that the flood fill algorithm for creating a distance potential is widely used in agent simulation, our enhanced approach provides a fundamental contribution to existing simulation systems. The introduced direction field is an essential part of the route planning component inside the virtual terminal environment [22] of the Institute of Logistics and Aviation. Future investigations regarding to group dynamic behavior or route planning in the airport terminal environment at normal operations or emergency cases will benefit from our proposed algorithm.
